SEXY FUSION

As with popular smartphones and ultrabooks, high-end speakers can be thin and stylish.
Sexy Fusion is only 25 % thicker than a 12 cm CD. Your home will look and feel better,
with more design and style, and less "furniture".
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Awesome listening pleasure

True VIP Care

Philanthropy

Unbelievably chic

SEXY FUSION

Investment-grade
artworks

Unprecedented
personalization

Clever modularity
and upgrades

Status symbol
with character

Sexy Fusion is an entirely unique concept, which transcends the horizon of
uncompromising sound quality and cutting-edge design. It is a feast for the
eyes that will bring unforgettable moments with your beloved music and imprint
its unparalleled soul into your home. Due to its exclusive character, our clients
comprise a club of individuals who are not afraid to walk their own path as neither
ready-made solutions nor mainstream could ever be good enough for them...
We will gladly lend you this gem home and advise on everything.
Sexy Fusion is just impossible to describe. It must be experienced. And fully savored.
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Unfassbarer Hörgenuss
Wahre
VIP Pflege

Karitative
Unterstützung

Faszinierende
Schönheit

SEXY FUSION

Künstlerische
Arbeit

Neuartige
Persönlichkeit

Clevere Modularität
und Upgrades

Status Symbol
mit Charakter

Sexy Fusion ist ein einzigartiges Konzept, das einen hervorragenden Sound mit einem innovativen Design verbindet. Die Lautsprecher sind ein Erlebnis für Ihre Augen und werden Ihnen viele unvergessliche Momente mit Ihrer Musik verschaffen. Erleben Sie den einmaligen Spirit, den Sie sich mit diesen Lautsprechern nach
Hause holen können. Ihre Exklusivität vereint unsere Klienten zu einem Klub individueller Persönlichkeiten, die sich nicht scheuen, eigene Wege zu gehen, da weder
Serienprodukte noch Mainstream ihren Ansprüchen genügen.
Wir würden uns freuen Ihnen dieses Luxus-Produkt nach Hause zu liefern und mit
Ihnen alles weitere zu besprechen.
Für Sexy Fusion gibt es keine Beschreibung. Sie müssen es erleben. Und in vollen
Zügen genießen.
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El placer de escuchar

VIP tratamiento

Filantropía

Elegancia

SEXY FUSION

Obras artísticas
de inversión

Personalización

Modularidad
y actualización

La reflexión
del éxito

Sexy Fusion es un concepto completamente único, que va más allá del horizonte
del sonido de máxina calidad y diseňo expectacular. Es una fiesta para los ojos, que
os traerán momentos inolvidables con su música favorita y le dará a su casa un alma
única. Gracias a su exclusividad forman nuestros clientes un club de personas, que
no temen andar por su propio camino, porque la convección ni el mainstream no
son tan buenos para ellos…
Con mucho gusto le prestaremos esta joya a casa y le aconsejaremos con todo.
Sexy Fusion es imposible de decribir. Hay que vivirlo. Hay que sentirlo.
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Непревзойденное удовольствие
от прослушивания музыки

Подчеркнутая
изысканность

VIP
обслуживание

Филантропия

SEXY FUSION

Беспрецедентное
воплощение

Удобное модульное
исполнение
и модификации

Инвестиция
в предмет
искусства
Символ успеха
и характера

Sexy Fusion является уникальной концепцией, которая выходит за пределы
горизонта бескомпромиссного качества звука и топ-дизайна. Это праздник для
глаз, который наполнит непревзойденным звучанием Ваш дом и придаст ему
свою неповторимую душу. Наши клиенты - это клуб избранных людей, которые
не боятся идти своим собственным путем, потому что готовые решения или
массовые тенденции не достаточно хороши для них...
Мы будем рады предоставить Вам это сокровище дома, и проконсультируем по
всем вопросам.
Sexy Fusion невозможно описать словами. Его необходимо вкусить и полностью
насладиться.
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"People listen to music nearly four hours a day. In international surveys, people consistently
rank music as one of life’s supreme sources of pleasure and emotional power. We marry to
music, graduate to music, mourn to music. Every culture ever studied has been found to
make music, and among the oldest artistic objects known are slender flutes carved from
mammoth bone some 43,000 years ago — 24,000 years before the cave paintings of Lascaux."
— Natalie Angier, Pulitzer Prize winner, The New York Times
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This detachable cover protects the
transducer from damage and UV light.
Unlike other forms of protection, having this
one "on" does not impede your pleasure.
At all. Choose classic black or pure
white, or get both and compare how they
complement different panels.

These three port tubes bring thunder.
Definitely, this slim beauty packs some
serious bass and you won't need a subwoofer.
The boom can be too much for smaller
rooms, so like with the treble switches,
you can fine-tune the room acoustics by
attenuating bass with supplied plugs.
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If you are serious about the sound quality,
connect each speaker to its own amplifier.
And let two cables conduct bass and treble
separately.
Audiophiles know this as the bi-wiring and
bi-amping set-up. Verified, fully supported
and recommended!
These two switches are our major bonus
for you. They allow you to fine-tune
treble according to your room acoustics,
furnishings and your own preferences.
Yet another area where commercially
produced speakers can't stand up to the
Sexy Fusion design...
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Our story and vision
Too many high-end speakers unfortunately look boring, generic
or mediocre. While men love their sound or choose to trust
on-line reviews, women hate the appearance. This has created
tension in a lot of couples. We decided to change that and our
main achievement is a very unique combination of art in synergy
with high-end sound.
The coaxial transducers are in their own league, which is
unattainable in commercially offered sound systems. They are
primarily sourced by digital mastering and mixing studios with
follow-on bespoke modifications to achieve ultralow distortion
of the entire frequency band.
The distinctiveness also lies in the coaxial arrangement of the
bass and treble drivers that allow to interpret music as faithfully as
possible - just the way it was recorded. Its wide-angle capability
achieves up to 60x coverage than some competitive hi-fi models.
And of course, we aimed for the sweet spot of superior quality,
which a reasonable amount of money can still buy.

“The people who are crazy enough to think they can change
the world, are the ones who do.”
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Clever modularity and fine-tuning
The loudspeakers construction is based on proprietary technology
and includes 8 innovations that have a world premiere!
An ingenious design by an expert who has devoted his life to
the never-ending improvement of sound quality in bespoke,
pro-level speakers, paved its way to preserve a reproduction
of the entire frequency band without the use of a subwoofer.
All that with a thickness of less than 15 cm (6 in)! Stand them
on the floor next to the wall or give them more space. Or mount
them on the wall; horizontally or vertically, the choice is yours.

Three port tubes on the side and a pair of switches in the rear
of each speaker allow you to fine tune the frequency response
according to the room acoustics and listening preferences,
without compromising sound fidelity. All this engineering results
in 4 variations of frequency response of the system, and 3 levels
of bass intensity! (This solution cleverly circumvents the fact
that each externally connected equalizer causes distortion.)
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Upgrades for future-proofing and perfection
Our clients love to experiment and play with the many faces,
which Sexy Fusion has been gifted – both the audio part and the
artistic aspects are upgradable at will. How is that even possible?
Let’s say that you start with the basic model – which already
is amazing. You choose between two different custom-made
crossovers, one preferred for classical and acoustic music and
jazz. The other excels at rock and metal. And for those who
won’t settle for anything but the very best, our ultimate custom
build uses the famous top-line Mundorf capacitors and WBT
terminals found in the most expensive speakers in the world.

The best part is the crossover is user-replaceable and no
soldering skills are necessary. Just plug and play. So if your
preference changes next year or you decide to splurge in the
future, let us know and we will take care of it for you.

The looks can be altered later too. From artworks on aluminum
board (Dibond) to pieces on exclusive acrylic glass (Perspex) in
highly limited editions (only 9 in the world). Changing the panels
is a simple job. It takes less than one minute to remove the old
panels and attach the new ones. No tools necessary.
Together with the whole spectrum of interior friendly colors,
designer-trendy textures such as rusty metal and concrete and
black or white transducer covers, there is virtually an unlimited
number of choices and Sexy Fusion will never grow old!
Your friends won’t believe that your hi-fi can actually have its
guts replaced so quickly and easily and go for a facelift. Until
you show them. But don’t laugh as they scratch their heads. Just
play something that will make you all grin in ecstasy!
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Unprecedented personalization
Demanding clients often customize to add personalized finishing
touches to reflect their temperament. We are highly confident that
a plaque with your name engraved in 24 carat gold (999/1000)
or platinum delivers the ultimate hallmark of exclusivity to an
already fantastic high-quality product..
A well-thought choice of art has been a status symbol for
centuries. Feel free to reach our curator at get@sexyfusion.design
for advice on matching the style of your collection or to access
our exclusive, off-market art pieces.

Events
Sexy Fusion is both powerful and representative enough to
be used in commercial venues, such as hotels, restaurants,
boardrooms, showrooms, VIP lounges etc.
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Match the speakers' color to your interior.
Here are some popular samples finished in gloss or matte.

The classic or bright colors not good enough?
Have a look at RAL K7 color sampler which interior designers
use. We can match any of its 217 colors.

Consider these two premium textures mimicking concrete and
rusty metal plate to match the latest interior design extravaganzas:
Feel free to request a separate catalogue with more colors and
textures if none of the above suit your style.
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World class selection of front art panels
Sexy Fusion speakers' design can easily blend with any
commercial or residential interior.
It is achieved due to three uncommon finishing options:
Heritage line
- nature's unique artworks which will bring tranquility to any place
Co-operation with leading architects has brought to life design
panels from specially treated wood. Our unique relationships
with suppliers give our clients exclusive material choices, such
as olive, cedar, cypress, Italian oak, elm, ash, maple, cherry etc.
300 and more years old. The wood has been left to dry for several
years to decades to ensure its stability in interior installations.
Each drawing of wood is unique and beautiful. Also, its natural
smell will bring you another source of pleasure for months to
come...
Transcendence line
- structure of stone tells the tales of millenia
If you already have or desire to incorporate stone in your interior,
our front panels from slate come in many exciting colors and
patterns.
They can also be back-lit to create special mood and radiate
intellectual stimulation. Stone panels emanate an aura of mystery.
Gallery line
- stunningly original and idiosyncratic fine-art masterpieces
Ideal to show off during parties or events, where your "everyday
artworks" just wouldn't cut it.

“Photography means writing with light. It is a process of telling
stories as much as it is simply reflecting what is around us.”
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Another unique achievement...
...Fully upholstered high-end sound:
Sexy Fusion Vespera Edition was born out of collaboration with
traditional Czech artisans who design and manufacture bespoke
upholstered furniture pieces.
Designer Bořek Šípek was among those talented individuals
working for the Vespera brand.
Fancy a sound system with exclusive Italian and English fabrics
matching your bespoke armchair or sofa? We made that within
the realm of possibility.
Just choose the fabric material, texture, color and pattern.
Or would you prefer leather? No problem. Consider water buffalo
leather for the ultimate design statement...
Feel free to stop by at the Vespera showroom in Prague to see,
hear and touch the upholstered speakers dressed in fabric by
Clarke & Clarke:
Bartoškova 1411/22, 140 00 Prague 4
Open Mon-Fri 11-7pm, Sat 10-3pm
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Heritage line
- nature's unique artworks which will bring tranquility to any place
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Transcendence line
- structure of stone tells the tales of millenia
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Stone (slate) front panels can be backlit to create a very special mood...
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Gallery line
- stunningly original and idiosyncratic fine-art masterpieces
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True VIP care
The loudspeakers are custom-made in about 4 weeks in the heart
of Europe from carefully selected and matched components.
After you choose the audio characteristics, colors and front
panels, we have you sorted!
Our clients will have their speakers including art panels delivered
on the day and at a time that suits them. We will install everything,
connect and happily advise. We can also recommend any
remaining components of audio equipment such as amplifiers,
cables and DAC converters, or even the latest technology for
streaming music from a mobile phone or computer at a highend level.
Additional VIP services include the measurement of the acoustic
properties of the interior and suggested improvements and
even corrections of flaws – in particular rooms with large glass
areas, hardwood floors with no carpets.

Philanthropy

“Giving is the highest virtue.”
We believe in the responsibility of giving. And that success is
an obligation.
This is why we decided to donate a sizable sum of money from
each pair sold. Invictus Club is a registered charity, which supports
the most talented and hard-working students of life sciences.
It is our privilege to facilitate the journey of future leaders in
the fields of biotechnology, gene therapy and regenerative
medicine, among others.

Invictus Club
http://www.invictus.club
While others buy consumer electronics, if you crave Sexy Fusion,
you get exclusive design, hi-end sound system and contribute
to a good cause.
This complexity makes the decision process actually quite easy:
Just go ahead an indulge yourself…
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Showrooms
Our 2 showrooms are in Prague, Czech Republic. Visit us and
find out for yourself why the Sexy Fusion sound system is the
perfect solution for any commercial or residential interior.
Contact us at showroom@sexyfusion.design, or call us at
+420 735 000 730 to book an appointment. We invite you to
bring along your favorite tunes – ideally as Tidal Hi-Fi playlist
or on a USB stick. Always remember that lossless formats such
as FLAC or ALAC are much better than an MP3…
Insight Home Showroom:
Na Usedlosti 979/10, 147 00 Prague 4
Mon-Fri 9-5pm by appointment only
Vespera Showroom:
Bartoškova 1411/22, 140 00 Prague 4
Open Mon-Fri 11-7pm, Sat 10-3pm

“It takes courage to do what you want. Other people have
a lot of plans for you. Nobody wants you to do what you
want to do.”

Borrow Sexy Fusion home
If you want to see how beautiful and stylish Sexy Fusion is, why
don’t you try a pair at home? That way you can better decide on
color options, matching artworks and how big of an upgrade to
your system Sexy Fusion will be.
We understand that choosing a new sound system or material
and color of art panels is a big decision. That is why you can
have a pair at home for a week for free. And you can also borrow
different art panels to compare. Will wood or stone be your style?
Will you prefer black-and-white or colorful photos? Landscapes,
figures, abstract or conceptual works? Ask your friends to help
you out with the right choice!
Reach our assistant at get@sexyfusion.design, or call us at
+420 735 000 730 to see when a pair will be available.
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Specifications *)
The dimensions of the system, including fine art photos mounted on
Dibond or Perspex (aluminum board or acrylic glass being the gold
standard of museums and galleries):
126 x 47 x 16 cm / 49.6” x 18.5” x 6.3” (height will increase with hi-fi spikes)
Weight:
30 kg (1 unit) + 1.5 kg (1 art panel) / 66 lbs (1 unit) + 3.3 lbs (1 art panel)
Small stand (suitable for close-to-wall placement):
3.7 x 47 x 26,5 cm / 1.5” x 18.5” x 10.4” x; weight: 2.5 kg / 5.5 lbs
Large stand:
3.7 x 47 x 45 x cm / 1.5” x 18.5” x 17.7”; weight: 6 kg / 13.2 lbs
Music power: 200 W
Peak power: 300 W
Frequency response: 28 Hz - 20 kHz
Crossover frequency: 2,800 Hz
Nominal impedance: 8 Ohm
Sensitivity: 91 dB
(plays louder with even less powerful amplifiers)
Ready for audiophile’s way to the top: supports bi-wiring and bi‑amping
connections

*) Please consider that traditional measures of audio equipment may not
necessarily be relevant to perceived audio quality and systems with similar
specs may differ substantially in sound fidelity. Room acoustics and source
quality are also important.
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Get in touch
If you have any questions or comments, we will be happy to
hear at get@sexyfusion.design, or call us at +420 735 000 730.
If you send us your contact details, we will be glad to invite you
to prestigious events where we will exhibit, and occasionally
special, invite-only events and parties!
This contact is also for journalists and potential partners as we
are relentless to bring the Sexy Fusion concept to all major
cities around the world soon and would love to keep in touch
with anyone sharing our vision.
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“Every day you breathe without getting what you want,
is another day wasted, and each of these days are irreplaceable…”

Sexy Fusion
+420 735 000 730
instragram.com/SexyFusionDesign
facebook.com/SexyFusionDesign
http://www.sexyfusion.design
get@sexyfusion.design
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